


INTRODUCTION

In the dictionary education is defined as “the act or process of imparting 
or acquiring general knowledge, developing the powers of reasoning 
and judgment, and generally of preparing oneself or others 
intellectually for mature life.”

Education has been changing in the last years, technology has been 
disrupting a lot of industries and education is not the exception, now we 
can take education to more places in less time to more people, there 
are now high quality educational resources to improve people's 
opportunities. There are a great number of things that we can do with 
technology to improve education.



PROBLEM

The problem I want to solve revolves around having a unified system 
that not only allow a school to work better, by using a platform that 
helps students, teachers and faculty to work on their own tasks, but also 
to gather information for future data analysis. 

Many schools use blackboard or similar platforms, this are very 
complex and unfriendly softwares, in some cases they are outdated or 
simply not well designed .



SOLUTION

I will be designing a platform that faculty and students can use, where 
they can transform and improve education.

This software will have different tool for their different users, and will 
use Business Intelligence, this means that we are going to  enable access 
to and analysis of information to improve and optimize decisions and 
performance.
 



STAKEHOLDERS - COMPETITION

Our stakeholder would be any school or a large scale educational 
institution that would be in charge of implementing this in the public or 
private school system.

This are examples of other administration softwares:

-Gibbon
-SchoolTool
-Ascend SMS

-Fedena
-TS school
-School Time



INTERACTIVE MEDIUM

This platform is designed for a computer experience, it would be used 
by administrators, faculty and students meaning that people would use 
it on their computer, doing a mobile experience could be a future step.

I focused mainly in the user experience, but it was important to keep in 
mind the information architecture to support usability and findability.



CHALLENGES

-Be able to create a user friendly but yet complex platform

-Make sure we are satisfying all the needs our future users will have

-Be able to gather all the information needed to be sure I am 

addressing the problem correctly.





JAMES DAVIS
NU Office Administration

Age: 42

Location: Boston

About: Bachelor's in 
Business, been working in his 
Current job for the past 11 years 

Problems/thoughts:
 
-Works with many people in school

-Has to work with different softwares

-Have had many issues around the variety of 

softwares: navigation, sync options.

-Would like an option that unifies all tools. 



MARGARET SMITH
History Teacher

Age: 42

Location: Boston

About: Masters in 
US History, school teacher

Problems/thoughts:
 
-Is mandatory to use school platform

-She doesn't like it, nor her students
- She thinks is a great tool but has a lot of defects.
-She could use a software to make her job easier, 
and if used correctly be a better professor.
-Thinks technology can be challenging but with 
good attitude and a good tutorial everything can 
be learned.



DANIEL MOSS
Student

Age: 16

Location: Boston

About: 11th grade student

Problems/thoughts:
 
-Is mandatory to use school platform

-He thinks is very unfriendly 

-He uses a variety of useful apps and tech 

tools, he thinks school should take 

advantage of them.  



Scenario 1

James has a very busy schedule, has many windows open on his computer because he is 
always multitasking, between faculty paperwork, checking his email, going to meetings, 
filling forms, among others.

James arrives at the office, the first thing he does is check his email to see if something 
important came up, he has his inbox on his dashboard because is one of the main tools he 
uses, after reading his emails, he checks his calendar to see what tasks he has for the day, 
so he clicks on the yellow circle for the short cut for his calendar window..

His most urgent task is to finish up some paperwork regarding transcripts of 1st and 2nd 
grade, and fill up a Google Sheet, and last  he needs to give access to Scholarium to a new 
substitute teacher that was just hired.



Scenario 2

Daniel logs in, checks his email and find a reminder about the chemistry 
assigment that he hasn't submitted yet. 

He goes to the course section, where he does a little recap of the class, 
after this he watches a video that the teacher shared, after finishing it he 
feels prepared to do the assignment and submits it, he goes back to the 
main dashboard and checks the chemistry task of.



Scenario 3

After getting back home from school Margaret takes advantage that 
she can work from home and logs in to Scolarium to add an assignment 
to the 10th grade history class, she chooses the option in the courses 
drop down menu, and clicks on assignment, she fills the necessary 
fields, title, deadline and description, and upload the assignment so 
students can have access to it.



WIREFRAMES
Main dashboardJames logs in



Checks e-mail



Checks task check boxGoes to excel sheet



User sectionClicks on user



Clicks on calendarAdds user



Edits event



Reads e-mailDaniel logs in



About sectionClicks on Chemistry 



Watches videoClass section



Fills informationClicks on assignment



Looks for 10th gradeChecks task box



Looks for 10th gradeMain dashboard



Goes to assignment sectionChoose option



Fills fieldsClicks on add assignment



James logs in



James checks his email





Clicks on schedule right corner to go this section



Revise his schedule for the day



Makes a change on his schedule



Goes to his drive spreadsheets (it’s an outside tab) 



Click in 2nd grade transcripts



Creates a new user



User created



Checks tasks as completed



Daniel logs in



Checks e-mail that reminds him about the chemistry HW



Clicks on courses: Chemistry



Main Chemistry screen



Goes to classes for a recap



Watches a video linked to the class



Submits his assignment



Checks task box



Margaret logs in





Looks for 10th grade course





Goes to assignments



Creates a new assignment



Adds the information



Upload the assignment



Business Intelligence

As mentioned before this platform is going to use Business Intelligence, 
this is so schools and districts can gather information about what is  
going on and important changes.

This will help, for example, to be able to measure if after buying new 
equipment students are performing better, after certificating teacher 
they are improving their skills, measure what schools are doing better 
and replicate their techniques, this just a few examples of how this can 
benefit the education system.

The next screen is an example:   



Upload the assignment



Resources

http://www.capterra.com/school-administration-software/
http://blog.capterra.com/the-top-6-free-school-administration-software/
https://www.inetsoft.com/solutions/industry/education/  
https://fekara.com/
https://school-time.co/#
http://www.ts-school.com/
http://www.projectfedena.org/
https://www.ascendsms.com/
http://schooltool.org/
https://gibbonedu.org/
http://www.opensis.com/
http://www.editurauniversitara.ro/media/pdf/531dc26061677Business_Inteligence_in_Education.pdf
http://er.educause.edu/articles/2016/10/running-a-bi-shop-part-one-strategic-planning
http://global.qlik.com/kr/explore/solutions/industries/public-sector/education
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